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In the meeting room, all the people sitting in the meeting room were big
guys. Each of them had a heavy face and kept putting forward their own
suggestions and solutions. The meeting took several hours to end.
Then a series of orders began to be issued, quickly putting the whole
country on guard, and enclosing China into an iron bucket to welcome the
arrival of this war.
At the same time, the eight countries that were attacked began to call for
support from China.
Lin Ziming came out of the meeting room, his heart was also a bit heavy.
At this moment, his cell phone rang, and when he took it out, it was an
unknown call.
“Hey, who are you?”
A nice female voice came from the microphone, “Senior Lin, it’s me, Chen
Xuejuan, do you remember me?”
Hearing this voice, Lin Ziming recognized it immediately. He curiously
asked, “Where did you get my call from?”
“I admire you, so naturally I will try my best to find out your contact
information. I blame you for being so hurried that day. I want to ask you to
have no chance to contact you. It took me a lot of relationships before I
found out. That’s right.” Chen Xuejuan said a little coquettishly over there.
Lin Ziming said, “Oh, what do you want me to do?”
Facing Lin Ziming’s indifference, Chen Xuejuan felt he was a little puzzled,
but this was also in line with Lin Ziming’s cold personality. She said,
“Senior Lin, are you free tomorrow night? I have a banquet here. , I want to
invite you to join us, can I?”
Lin Ziming refused without thinking about it, but he didn’t feel that way,
“empty.”
Chen Xuejuan let out a cry and said, “Senior Lin, don’t you refuse me in
such a hurry, I really want to invite you over.”
Then, Chen Xuejuan talked a lot about Balabala, various requests and acting
tricks, making Lin Ziming a little uncomfortable, his ears buzzed, and he
agreed, “Okay, you don’t want to read it anymore. Yes, I promise you, let’s
go.”
When Chen Xuejuan heard Lin Ziming let go, she immediately yelled out
happily, “Great, then I will pick you up tomorrow night!”
“Yeah.” After Lin Ziming said an address, he hung up the phone.
He really didn’t want to have anything to do with Chen Xuejuan, but on the
phone, Chen Xuejuan said that her father Chen Wu would also participate,
and that Chen Wu admired him very much and wanted to get to know him.
Lin Ziming thought about it and agreed. Come down.
After all, the war is about to begin. As the boss of Jingwu Group, Chen Wu
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has a certain amount of energy.
Soon Lin Ziming returned to his residence and began to recuperate.
He cares about Chu Fei, but he also knows that this matter is currently in a
hurry. What he has to do now is to stabilize his pace first and raise his
strength to the highest point.
Although he was in the secret realm, swallowed a hundred fruits, cut the hair
and washed the marrow, and reborn, but after all, he just entered the realm
of the gods, and those who have entered the realm of the gods for decades.
The old monster is still a bit inferior in comparison.
He was almost certain that it was one of the five people who robbed Chu Fei,
then he must be fully prepared to not let himself in.
Moreover, now that the war has started, he, as the new leader of China,
naturally can’t lose the chain.
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